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Abstract—In the recent years, Cloud Co mputing has
been one of the top ten new technologies which provides
various services such as software, platform and
infrastructure for internet users. The Cloud Co mputing is
a promising IT paradig m which enables the Internet
evolution into a global market of collaborating services.
In order to provide better services for cloud customers,
cloud providers need services that are in cooperation
with other services. Therefore, Cloud Co mputing
semantic interoperability plays a key role in Cloud
Co mputing services. In this paper, we address
interoperability
issues
in
Cloud
Co mputing
environments. After a description of Cloud Co mputing
interoperability fro m different aspects and references,
we describe two architectures of cloud service
interoperability. Architecturally, we classify existing
interoperability challenges and we describe them.
Moreover, we use these aspects to discuss and compare
several interoperability approaches.
Index Terms—Interoperability, Cloud Co mputing,
Service Interoperability, Hypervisor, Platform.

I.

INT RODUCTION

Cloud Co mputing is one of the other distributed
systems that communicat ions are based on the internet,
service providing is the main purpose of this type of
distributed systems for customers such as internet users,
enterprises and other clouds [1]. Many believe that
Cloud
is going to reshape the IT industry as a revolution.
The US Nat ional Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) offer a co mprehensive and general
definit ion for Cloud Co mputing, aspects and
Characteristics. It summarizes Cloud Co mputing as [3]:
"Cloud Co mputing is a model for enabling ubiquitous,
convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool
of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks,
servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be
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rapidly prov isioned and released with min imal
management effort o r service provider interaction."
NIST also defines the characteristics of Cloud
Co mputing; these characteristics are defined as follo ws:
(1) On-demand self-service: A consumer can
unilaterally provision computing capabilit ies, such
as server time and network storage, as needed
automatically without requiring hu man interaction
with each service provider.
(2) Broad network access: Capabilities are available
over the network and accessed through standard
mechanis ms that promote use by heterogeneous
thin or thick client platforms (e.g., mobile phones,
tablets, laptops, and workstations).
(3) Resource pooling: The providers’ co mputing
resources are pooled to serve mult iple consumers
using a mult i-tenant model, with different physical
and virtual resources dynamically assigned and
reassigned according to consumer demand. There is
a sense of location independence in that the
customer generally has no control or knowledge
over the exact location of the provided resources
but may be able to specify location at a h igher level
of abstraction (e.g., country, state, or datacenter).
Examples of resources include storage, processing,
memo ry, and network bandwidth.
(4) Rapi d elasticity: Capabilities can be elastically
provisioned and released, in some cases
automatically, to scale rap idly outward and in ward
commensurate with demand. To the consumer, the
capabilit ies available for provisioning often appear
to be unlimited and can be appropriated in any
quantity at any time.
(5) Measured service: Cloud systems automatically
control and optimize resource use by leveraging a
metering capability at some level of abstraction
appropriate to the type of service (e.g., storage,
processing, bandwidth, and active user accounts).
Resource usage can be monitored, controlled, and
reported, providing transparency for both the
provider and consumer of the utilized service.
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These services fall into three types, software as a
service (SaaS), p latform as a service (PaaS) and
infrastructure as a service (IaaS) [2]. Cloud
Co mputing deals with Virtualization, scalability,
interoperability, quality of service and the delivery
models of the cloud, namely private, public and
hybrid. Since cloud providers want to acquire mo re
financial profits for service providing, they intend
on providing efficient services for customers, so
one of the ways to achieve this goal is
establishment of interoperability among the cloud
services. In addition, cloud services are under one
cloud provider management or many cloud
providers. However, in interoperability establishing
cloud providers face with many challenges [3]. An
enterprise will use services from different cloud
platforms (both internal and external to the
organization) for different applications to get the
“best-of breed.” Cloud interoperability refers to the
ease of migration and integration of applications
and data between different providers’ clouds. In
this paper, we present many definitions of
interoperability fro m different views such as
industrial, non-industrial and general aspects and
then, cloud interoperability architectures will be
explained. In continue, the challenges of the
interoperability and their solutions will be
explained and at the end, we present a table about
all challenges with their solutions and conclusion.

II.

DEFINITION

(1) Slater in [4]:
Broadly speaking, interoperability can be de
ﬁned as a
measure of the degree to which diverse systems,
organizations, and/or individuals are able to work
together to achieve a common goal.
(2) IEEE Definit ion in [5]:
The ability of two or more systems or components to
exchange information and to use the information that has
been exchanged.
(3) James O Brain in [6]:
Being able to acco mplish end-user applications using
different types of computer systems, operating systems,
and application software, interconnected by different
types of local and wide area networks.
(4) Dowel, et.al in [7]:
Cloud interoperability refers to the ease of migration
and integration of applications and data between
different providers’ clouds.
(5) Loutas, et.al in [8]:
The ability to write code that works with more than
one Cloud provider simu ltaneously, regardless of the
differences between the providers.
(6) Our definit ion:
The ability o f interaction of a service with other
homogeneous or heterogeneous services to imp rove its
service which may be imp lemented under one domain or
different domains.
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(7) Ho mogeneous and heterogeneous:
As mentioned, Cloud Co mputing services are
implemented in different layers, therefore services in
every layer are called ho mogeneous and services in
different layers are called heterogeneous. To clarify
these concepts we will mention two examp les. When a
cloud IaaS provider faces a lack of resources for
providing more services to customers, it can provide
resource requirements fro m other cloud IaaS service
provider, in this examp le every two clouds are
homogeneous and offers IaaS service. On the other hand,
suppose we have a cloud that offers the SaaS service and
cloud faces a lack of resource in infrastructure and needs
more resource to overco me this situation. Therefo re, one
of the solutions is to request required resources from a
cloud IaaS provider.
(8) Do main :
Every service that is implemented in a Cloud
Co mputing environ ment is a member of that. All
services that are imp lemented in a Cloud Co mputing
environment are under one domain and are called
internal services. Therefore, every cloud service
provider forms a do main and their services are external
services for other cloud providers.

III.

A RCHITECTURE

To establish service interoperability among all types
of services in the Cloud Co mputing environment we
need to define the way of these interactions. Since the
cloud services are not entirely separated fro m web
services so we can emp loy web service architectures
with slight changes for Cloud Co mputing services
collaboration [9]. In general, there are two types of
architecture, service orchestration and service
choreography. In these architectures, services are under
the management of one domain or different domains in
which domains are private, public and hybrid clouds
[10].
A. Service orchestration
In the computing, orchestration describes the automated
arrangement, coordination, and management of complex
computer systems, midd leware, and services. As we see
in Fig. 1 In cloud service orchestration, we have a
med iator node, which its ro le is a service management,
data transmission, service brokerage and other tasks
about service interoperability. NIST also explains that
cloud orchestration is “the arrangement, coordination
and management of cloud infrastructure to provide
services to meet IT and business requirements.” To
accomplish cloud orchestration a “cloud broker” serves
to intermediate, aggregate, and arbit rage services on
behalf of the cloud consumer. In [11], NIST describes
the brokerage function as the following:
(1) Intermedi ate: A cloud broker enhances a given
service by imp roving some specific capability and
provides the value-added service to cloud
consumers.
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(2) Aggregate: A cloud broker co mbines and
integrates multip le services into one or more new
services. The broker will provide data integration
and ensure the secure movement of data among
cloud consumer and mu ltiple cloud providers.
(3) Arbitrage: Service arbitrage is similar to service
aggregation, with the difference being that the
services being aggregated are not fixed. Service
arbitrage allows flexib le and opportunistic choices
for the broker. For examp le, the cloud broker can
use a credit scoring service and select the best score
fro m mu ltip le scoring agencies.
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all aspects of co mmun icat ion fo r imp lement at ion o f
interoperability with other services, and there is not an
orchestrator for interoperability establish ment [13]. As
shown in Fig. 2 services in this architecture are in one
cloud or in mu ltip le clouds. Establish ment of serv ice
interoperability in this architecture among cloud services
is more co mp lex than orchestration architecture, because
every cloud provider must prepare facilities to employ
other services in their cloud services.

Figure 2. Cloud Serv ice Choreography Architecture

Figure 1. Cloud Serv ice Orchestration Architecture
To
emp loy
orchestration
architecture
for
interoperability among cloud services, customers need to
pay attention to another aspect of this type of service
collaboration [12]. For examp le, we require an
integrated service catalog, p rovisioning, monitoring, and
billing processes that are standardized across multip le IT
services. Security, SLAs and policies in service
providing with employ ment of other services in different
enterprises are important aspects of cloud service
orchestration that are the responsibilities of co mmon
protocols of intermed iate node [7]. Therefore, the cloud
service orchestra must implement all of the mentioned
aspects of above so that customers have a better
collaboration among their services.
In fact, cloud service orchestration is a service which
provides an environment that customers including
internet users and enterprises manage to employ other
services to improve their own services. There are some
problems in the implementation of this architecture such
as single point failure problem, data mediation etc.
There are also some solutions for these problems. For
instance, if taking advantage of service replication for
med iator in this arch itecture, we can co me over the
single point failure problem.
B. Service choreography
In orchestration architecture, we have an intermediate
node, which manages all transactions among services in
mu ltip le clouds, and services just use the facilit ies which
intermed iate node prov ided them for co mmun icat ion.
Nevertheless, in choreography architecture, we have not
an intermediate node, every cloud service must provide
Copyright © 2013 M ECS

As shown in Fig. 2 for establishing interoperability
among internal or external cloud services it needs to
prepare a direct connection for data transmission,
process migration, VM mig ration and other
transmissions which are among mult iple cloud services
for collaborat ion. So cloud providers must provide all
aspects of interaction such as security, policy, billing
process, connection handling and resolve all problems in
established connection. This challenge mentioned in the
previous paragraph is an important reason for
complexity in the implementation of a direct connection
for collaboration and this is a disadvantage of
choreography architecture.
This comp lexity of imp lementation in the establishing
of interoperability among internal services which are
under common policy and management is lower than
implementation among external services, because
external services are under different policies and
managing decisions and coordination for interaction in
this state require mo re co llaboration for interoperability
in h ighest level management in cloud providers. But in
orchestration architecture responsibilities all of th is
coordination is for med iator node and customers
approximately are unaware of these challenges [13].

IV.

CHALLENGES

Interoperability
establishment
among
Cloud
Co mputing services is associated with challenges in the
implementation. It is not enough to decide about
implementation of collaboration among services for
better quality in provid ing services and in this method
we have challenges in implementation of interoperability
among them [8]. Many of these challenges are in
relation with technological tools, wh ich are emp loyed
for implementation for services, and other challenges are
related to technical aspects and maybe related to
management decisions. Therefore, for imp lementation of
I.J. Modern Education and Computer Science, 2013, 6, 17-23
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interoperability in better state we need to propose
solutions for these challenges. In overall, these
challenges fall into three types, different Hypervisors,
platforms and policies in cloud managements [14].
Different Hypervisors for Virtualization in cloud
environments and platforms for developing applications
are technological challenges of interoperability; also,
policy and management are non-technological
challenges. According to the goals which cloud
providers are defined in service defin ition step for
implementation of Cloud Co mputing services, cloud
providers employ different tools and styles, so when
cloud providers implement services with different tools
in different environments, they have many problems in
establishing interoperability among these services [7].
These differences are even in cloud services that are at
the same level of every cloud. For examp le, different
cloud SaaS providers may emp loy different platforms
for the imp lementation of applications even in their
application. These differences are intensified when
services are not in the same level of cloud.
C. Hypervisors
One of the important parts of every Cloud Co mputing
environment is Virtualization. Virtualizat ion is a
technology for resource management in the
infrastructure layer o f cloud that is put on the hardware
and it manages the hardware directly or it is on the
operating system. In order to manage the resources in
Cloud Co mputing environ ments, cloud service prov iders
emp loy Hypervisors [8]. A Hypervisor or virtual
mach ine monitor (VMM) is a computer software,
firmware or hard ware that creates and runs virtual
mach ines. As mentioned, Hypervisors operate on the
hardware layer directly or indirect ly. Therefore,
emp loyed Hypervisors for Virtualization are different
fro m each other in operation mechanism [3].

This inability for running other Hypervisor VMs relates
to the Hypervisors resource allocation, different
structures of VMs and emp loyed mechanis ms for
Virtualizat ion [3].
(1) Solutions
3B

To resolve this challenge there are two solutions, one
of them is standard structure for all Hypervisors VMs
which is almost impossible fo r all Hypervisors because
Hypervisors’ mechanisms are different, since many of
them have direct access to hardware and other have not
the same access and other differences. The second
solution is restructuring VMs or packing software for
running on other Hypervisors. The Distributed
Management Task Fo rce (DMTF) has introduced many
solutions for establishing interoperability in the Cloud
Co mputing environments. The Open Virtualization
Format (OVF) is one of the DMTF solutions that is an
open standard for packaging and distributing virtual
appliances or more generally software to be run in
mu ltip le virtual mach ines. This solution prepares an
open, secure, efficient, portable, and extensible format
for the packaging and distribution of software to be run
in virtual mach ines. As shown in Fig. 4 when a cloud
service wants to migrate an applicat ion to other clouds,
OVF packs the application and adds many script files to
that and migrates the package to destination. Therefore,
applications can migrate between VMs under different
Hypervisors [15].

Figure 4. Open Virtualization Format Mechanism

Figure 3. Interoperability in Infrastructure Layer
The differences between Hypervisors is an obstacle
for cooperation with each other cloud provider among
IaaS providers that have been employed different
Hypervisor for Virtualization on the hardware. For
example, in Fig. 3 clouds (A) used KVM Hypervisor for
Virtualizat ion and cloud (B) used XEN Hypervisor so
suppose when cloud (B) faces resource shortages for
running services, it wants to migrate many of VMs to
other clouds. In the destination of migration since cloud
(A) uses different Hypervisors for Virtualization,
migrated VMs fro m cloud (B) cannot run on cloud (A).
Copyright © 2013 M ECS

Moreover, a consortium of businesses launched by
Intel, called the Open Data Center Alliance, scopes to
specify the future hardware and software requirements
that lead to more open and interoperable Cloud and data
center solutions. The Open Cloud Co mputing Interface
(OCCI) fro m OGF is an examp le of a standard IaaS
resource management interface interfacing IaaS Cloud
Co mputing facilities and allowing users interoperate
using the same context [16]. Similarly, the Storage
Networking Industry Association (SNIA) has produced
the Cloud Data Management Interface (CDMI), an
interface standard that enables interoperation with
storage Clouds and provides a standardized way to
access all such services [17].
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D. Platform challenges
In every Cloud Co mputing environ ment, many
internal or external applicat ions have been developed in
same or different development platforms. These
applications have been employed many of application
programming interfaces (API) for handling resources in
the layers of cloud such as application, platfo rm and
infrastructure. For examp le, API co mmun ications,
resource allocation and data t ransmission are not
identical in different application development platforms.
If we want to establish interoperability in the application
or platform layer in the clouds, one of the most
important challenges is differently emp loyed APIs in
developing applications. Therefore, an application that
has been developed in a different platform cannot work
on other platforms [8].
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and make it abstract and prepare for cloud
interoperability in p latform and applicat ion service level.
Fig. 6 shows a bird’s eye view about the architecture of
this solution, in this architecture there is a cloud broker.
The aim of cloud broker is to serve as a co mmon
intermediation center for the interaction between
platforms, applications, services and data. CCIF will
enable a hybrid cloud wh ich consists of different
platforms, data structures and APIs that is decentralized,
extensible and secure [19].

Figure 6. Cloud Co mputing Interoperability Foru m
(CCIF) Architecture

Figure 5. Application and Platform Interoperability
For examp le, in Fig. 5 applications in the cloud (A)
are developed in .NET p latform and application in the
cloud (B) are developed in Java platform. So if
developed services in the application layer of cloud (A)
wants to cooperate with application services in cloud (B),
there is the challenge of emp loyed different platform and
they cannot have the cooperation in imp lemented
services in the application layer. Mentioned cooperation
in this paragraph is about running all or a part of an
application in remote destination that is a cloud with
different employed platfo rm or data transmitted between
them. Different platforms use different structures for
data in the application and these structures cause many
problems in data interpretation in cloud applicat ions [18].
(1) Solutions
Challenge
solving
in
different
application
development platforms is comp lex, so one of the reasons
of these complexit ies is the millions of APIs in the
development environ ments. However, there are also
solutions for resolving this challenge, Cloud Co mputing
Interoperability Foru m (CCIF) address the problem of
cloud platform interoperability. The purpose of CCIF is
to discuss and present common plat form interface. Key
factors are the standardization of cloud interfaces and
the unified description of semantic cloud data models.
Unified platforms are trying to unify various cloud APIs
Copyright © 2013 M ECS

The UCI interface is a singular abstraction and
programmat ic point of contact that encompasses the
entire infrastructure stack as well as emerg ing cloud
centric technologies through a unified interface. The
important parts of Unified Cloud Interface (UCI) or
cloud broker are a specification and a schema. The
schema provides the actual model descriptions and the
details for integration with other management models
are defined by the specification.
The architecture abstracts the usage of any cloud API
and unifies them in one layer. This is done with the help
of the semantic web and OW L wh ich has a pool of
resources semantically understood and described [18].

V.

POLICY AND M ANAGEMENT .

Many of the challenges in establishment of
interoperability among Cloud Co mputing services are
not related to technological aspects and are related to
policies of cloud providers. These challenges consist of
security of customers’ data or applications or other
resources in a cloud environment. Cloud providers also
for acquiring mo re income fro m customers for service
providing do not permit their users to use other services
fro m other clouds. In these two policies, cloud providers
lock their customers to use their services and this is an
obstacle to the establishment of interoperability in Cloud
Co mputing environments. It should be noted that when
data in clouds are of high importance for data owners,
these challenges will be more critical and the decision
will be mo re difficult for cloud managers [20]. Security
issues are strongly associated with ad min istration of the
I.J. Modern Education and Computer Science, 2013, 6, 17-23
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cloud, including managing the users, resources and data
that are typically addressed via security policies for
handling authentication, access control, session
management and network co mmunications. Migration
fro m a legacy client-server model to a cloud-based
model will mit igate some existing security issues while
introducing new security issues. Failure to understand
the new security issues or blindly attempting to apply
legacy security policies and procedures for an
enterprise’s cloud migrat ion will lead to problems.
Therefore, solving these types of challenges does not
have certain and formalized solution and cloud providers
make many contracts for establishing interoperability in
their services.
TABLE I. CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS

Infrastructure
DMTF(OVF),
OCCI,
OGF,
IEEE P2301 ,
P2302,
SNIA,
OCI

Platform
CCIF, OCCI,
SNIA

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

Policy & Mgt
Depending
on
cloud providers’
decisions.
[8]

VI. CONCLUSION
According to this fact that clouds are looking fo r more
financial benefits, clouds must provide various and more
efficient services. Hence, one of the ways is establishing
the interoperability among Cloud Co mputing services
that has been faced with many challenges. According to
implemented
solutions
and
researches
on
interoperability, solving all interoperability challenges in
one layer of clouds is not possible. It is better to solve
the problem in d ifferent layers; otherwise, an additional
workload occurs in a particular layer. Another important
point is that the main part of interoperability challenges
must be resolved in infrastructure since service
portability in this layer is more than the other layers and
overhead of interoperability in higher layers is more. For
example, CCIF solution overhead is high in
interoperability establishment and any company has not
yet imp lemented it. Moreover, third party co mpanies
play a key role in solving challenges in interoperability.

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]
[13]
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